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INTRODUCTION
A wise man once said “the moral arc of history is long, but it bends towards justice”.
Today, only five decades after this wise man was cut down by an assassin’s bullet, his name has
suffered the fate of many who stood up against a powerful force of evil in obedience to their conscience,
and slanderous revisions of history have painted America’s collective memory of King with fraudulent
colors.
Now in 2019, America is going through an existential crisis as an effect of the cover up of the murders
of its great leaders during the 1960s: First John F. Kennedy, then Malcolm X, followed by Martin Luther
King Jr., and his friend and leading presidential candidate Bobby Kennedy in 1968. Rather than demand
justice then, the American population and leadership alike chose the easy road of “going along to get
along”. The effect of this decision to take the path where conscience cannot follow, resulted in
America’s losing its own sense of moral purpose and mission as a nation founded in liberty and truth in
1776. The ensuing half century saw America slide into a caricature of itself as it increasingly became the
living embodiment of that British Empire which its founding was designed to overthrow.
Today, the Belt and Road Initiative, launched by China in 2013 has re-awoken that spirit of long term
thinking, development, cooperation and justice which MLK, and the other martyrs of the 1960s had
devoted their lives to advancing in as much as it revived that spirit upon which America was founded.
Will the latent identity of goodness slumbering in the heart of America’s collective zeitgeist be reawoken to this new paradigm emerging under the leadership of Donald Trump who has found himself
as the unlikely leader of America struggling against the Deep State machine that took control of the
nation in 1968 or will fools remain fools and allow history to repeat itself yet again?
In the ensuing pages, we will address this question by exposing the heroic struggles of these slandered
heroes and document how the enemies of America covered up their murders. With the cleansing light of
truth, may we heal the wounds of the past and prepare ourselves to move into the a bright future with
optimism and genuine hope.
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AS A NEW PARADIGM OF EAST AND
WEST COOPERATION EMERGES,
MARTIN LUTHER KING’S ASSASSINS
TRY KILLING HIM AGAIN
By Matthew Ehret
A new assassination is now being attempted 51 years after the life
of Martin Luther King was cut short by a bullet on the balcony of
the Loraine Motel on April 4, 1968. A story has gone viral across
the international media in recent days which promises to shed
light on the dark perversity of Martin Luther King Jr.
The scandal was featured in the June edition of Standpoint
magazine by internationally renowned Martin Luther King
“authority” David Garrow and aimed at destroying the myth of
King as a moral leader of America by showcasing the ugliness of
King’s true self as a an orgy-loving abuser who had over 40
affairs and laughed as a friend raped a parishioner. Garrow states
that his expose “poses so fundamental a challenge to his
historical stature as to require the most complete and extensive
historical review possible.”
The fact that so many news outlets are jumping on the
bandwagon should cause one to wonder why is this happening at
this moment in history? Could this strange hysteria over a
David Garrow has managed to shape an entire
mediocre slander piece have anything to do with the fact that the
career out of being a professional character
polarized cages of left and right are finally breaking down? Could
assassin of Martin Luther King Jr.
it have anything to do with the fact that as America comes closer
to a potential alliance with Russia and China, an era of
cooperation and economic justice may awaken something within the collective psyche of Americans which many had
thought was long dead?
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The timing is especially strange since the supposed “ground breaking evidence” which the heroic Garrow is bringing
to light was actually first made public in November 2017, and on closer inspection, it wouldn’t qualify by any
lawyer’s standard as “evidence”.

The “Scandal” Being Exposed
In November 2017, a batch of 19,000 formerly classified government documents, and wiretap transcripts relating to
the assassination of John F. Kennedy were made public as per the JFK Records Collection Act of 1992. Although
nothing very dramatic was found among that otherwise highly redacted bundle, a strange 20 page FBI report on
Martin Luther King Jr did cause some to take notice. In this report published weeks before his murder, an anonymous
FBI agent records his assessment that MLK was a paid and loyal member of the Communist Party who had his
speeches approved by Communist controllers. Not only that, but the report paints King as a sexual deviant of the
highest order.
In the last two pages, the report explains how King engaged in a “two day drunken sex orgy in Washington D.C.,
Many of those present engaged in sexual acts, natural as well as un-natural, for the entertainment of onlookers. When
one of the females shied away from engaging in an unnatural act, King and other males present discussed how she
was to be taught and initiated in this respect”.
The conspicuous quality of this FBI report, is that it is so reminiscent of Christopher Steele’s 30 page “dodgy dossier”
which justified FBI surveillance on President Trump in the lead up to the 2016 elections. Without ever taking a
moment to prove any of its claims, the Steele dossier asserted dozens of instances of Trump’s sexual perversity and
his adherence to the nefarious agenda of the Kremlin.
Similarly ignoring all actual evidence, the 1968 FBI report advances an image of King as a degenerate using only
hearsay, conjecture, and third hand reports. For example, the FBI, not known for their honesty, are convinced that
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King fathered a child with a mistress in Los Angeles purely because they were informed by “a very responsible Los
Angeles individual in a position to know”. The audio tapes, if they exist at all, have never actually been heard by
anyone and we are told will supposedly be made public in 2027.

Garrow’s Sleight of Hand
Before going further, it is worth taking a moment to ask who is this David Garrow who has found the courage to
reveal the “true Martin Luther King”?
Garrow is celebrated by the Mainstream Press as an international authority on Martin Luther King due largely to his
Pulitzer Prize winning 1986 book “Bearing the Cross” which has somehow given him the authority to be the last word
on the narrative of King’s life for the next 33 years. Since that book Garrow has worked as a professor of history at
various universities has found himself writing for proven CIA-sponsored mainstream rags such as the Washington
Post, NY Times, Financial Times, New Republic and has more recently been stationed in England as a senior research
Fellow at Cambridge University from 2005-2011. Today Garrow has become the official biographer of Barack
Obama, and also an authority on the fraud of Russia-Gate attracting hordes of Trump supporters to his analysis.
Garrow has also made himself an enemy of the King family by leading slander campaigns against Coretta Scott King
and her children who have managed the King Family Estate by labelling them as corrupt conspiracy theorists due to
the family’s crazy belief that the government had anything to do with King’s assassination.

The Forgotten 1999 Civil Court Case
Garrow was first deployed to attack the family in the wake of the Memphis Civil Court trial in December
1999 wherein a four week long hearing of 70 witnesses ended with a Jury unanimously concluding not only that
James Earl Ray (who had died in prison the year earlier) was innocent of the murder of Dr. King, but that the FBI and
highest echelons of government conspired in the assassination.
During a press conference Coretta Scott King said:
“There is abundant evidence of a major high level conspiracy in the assassination of my husband, Martin Luther
King, Jr. And the civil court’s unanimous verdict has validated our belief. I wholeheartedly applaud the verdict of the
jury and I feel that justice has been well served in their deliberations. This verdict is not only a great victory for my
family, but also a great victory for America. It is a great victory for truth itself. It is important to know that this was a
SWIFT verdict, delivered after about an hour of jury deliberation.”
Coretta’s son Dexter (who is now the president of the King Center) spoke after his mother saying:
We can say that because of the evidence and information obtained in Memphis we believe that this case is over. This
is a period in the chapter. We constantly hear reports, which trouble me, that this verdict creates more questions than
answers. That is totally false. Anyone who sat in on almost four weeks of testimony, with over seventy witnesses,
credible witnesses I might add, from several judges to other very credible witnesses, would know that the truth is
here.”
While a fuller expose documenting the FBI/Anglo-Canadian intelligence behind the King assassination will be
documented elsewhere, it is sufficient to note for now that during this period of constant O.J. Simpson trial coverage
across all press agencies, hardly a word on these hearings was covered by the media.
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David Garrow stepped into the mud early on to slander the family and the court case as a whole saying of the family
“The King youngsters are part of a larger population of American people who need to believe that the assassination
of a King or a Kennedy must be the work of mightier forces… Individuals need to see something of a harmony
amongst impact and cause. That if something has a large evil effect, it ought to be the result of a huge evil cause”.
By denying the existence of causality, or conspiracy in regards to historical processes, this “world renowned
historian” essentially admitted that he is either extremely dumb or a part of the conspiracy himself.
Exhibiting the height of hypocrisy, Garrow said of King’s children in 2009
“I fear we are at the point where the behaviour of the children is doing lasting, indelible damage to King’s
reputation”.
Philip Madison Jones, a Hollywood producer and best friend of Dexter King has stated that Garrow’s anti-King
family malice is due to the fact that King’s late wife Coretta Scott King refused to put Garrow in charge of a project
involving King’s papers. Apparently, Garrow wished to do to King what Edgar Poe’s “official” biography Rufus
Griswold did in 1850[1].

Dexter White and James Earl ray meeting in prison in 1998 before the latter’s death of liver cancer months
later.
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Obama as a Superior Role Model
It was while working in Cambridge in 2008 that Garrow became obsessed with Barack Obama and with the idea of
writing an untouchable biography that would render all other biographies obsolete for all time. This work was so
magnificent and all-encompassing that it would require 9 years to write and would finally put an end to all speculation
about Obama’s birth and shady life before politics. The effect of this work was a 1500 page fluff piece called “Rising
Star: The Making of Barack Obama”.
Describing his motive for writing his book Garrow said:
“my very purposeful intent with this book has been to produce a book of record that folks will still be using and
relying upon 25, 35 years from now. All throughout 2008, I was disappointed by the quality and depth of journalism
about his earlier life. I thought the mainstream media was being insufficiently curious about him and on the other
hand, we simultaneously had all of these whacky oppositional actions out there regarding where was he born was he
really a Muslim? And so I came to this really with a professional belief that someone with my background and
experience should really tackle this.”

Bob Bauer, Biden and Obama
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When asked in an interview how he managed to have so many long meetings with Obama in the White House (who
apparently took the time out of his busy schedule to read the entire opus), Garrow stated that it was arranged by his
personal friend Bob Bauer who just so happened to be Obama’s personal attorney. Amongst other crimes, Bauer had
been known for providing the “legal justification” for Obama’s unconstitutional bombing of Libya in 2011. Both
Bauer and Garrow are currently playing two sides of the anti-Trump operation with Bauer acting as a loud voice for
impeachment and advocate of the Russia-Gate narrative and Garrow playing an anti-Russia-Gate liberal socialist who
now appears on Fox News regularly as he is a rare case of a liberal intellectual attacking Russia-Gate. While
promoting the neo-liberal order embodied by Barack Obama on the one hand, Garrow has somehow managed to walk
the fine line of convincing both left and right ideologues that he is trustworthy because his lofty intellect transcends
partisanship.

Russia-Gate & the Communists
When one explores Garrow’s “criticisms” of the FBI past or present, another sleight of hand is revealed.
Over the past two years, a mountain of evidence has grown proving beyond a shadow of a doubt that a British hand
has been behind the efforts to Russia-Gate Trump out of office. Not only that, but such evidence has revealed that the
Deep State and Five Eyes intelligence network have been entirely controlled from London and have grown in
influence throughout the 20th century, often over the bodies of patriotic American leaders.
The active Garrow card is again put into play switching cause for effect by characterizing MI6’s Christopher Steele as
a relatively lone “paid operative” of the FBI with Garrow stating “in this secret agent world, there’s a desire to
maximize their importance. It’s as if all these guys want to play themselves in the movies”.
Thus Garrow gains the respect of weak minded liberals and conservatives alike by criticising the abuses of the FBI
while actually hiding the larger historical truths which Garrow’s masters wish to bury. In the case of the King story,
Garrow appears critical of the FBI’s surveillance of King but then explains at length why their reasoning was
completely logical and evidence based. In a lengthy article, Garrow attempts to make the case that King’s close
advisor Stanley Levison was a former financier for the Communist Party of America (CPUSA). How did the FBI
know that? They merely asked two former CPUSA members/FBI informant siblings Jack and Morris Childs who said
so. Garrow wrote of this irrefutable evidence in a 2002 article in the Atlantic: “The Childs brothers’ direct, personal
contact with Levison from the mid-1940s to 1956 was sufficient to leave no doubt whatsovever that their reports about
his role was accurate and truthful”. Levison’s connection to King provided Hoover with the “legal grounds” to begin
wiretapping King in 1955.
While the evidence used by Hoover to justify wiretaps were nearly always untrue, what has come to light in recent
years is that much of the CPUSA as well as the black nationalist movements were under total control of the FBI with
vast numbers of the membership of both organizations on the roster as paid informants. After King’s assassination,
the Childs brothers, still under FBI direction, rose to the highest echelons of the communist party and were selected to
arrange for money transfers from the Kremlin to the CPUSA.
In 1956, Hoover created COINTELPRO with the explicit purpose of infiltrating and subverting civil rights
movements; utilizing informants, false narratives and low intensity psychological warfare. Hoover himself said of the
operation “The purpose of this new counterintelligence endeavor is to expose, disrupt, misdirect, discredit or
otherwise neutralize the activities of black nationalist, hate type organizations and groupings, their leadership,
spokesmen, membership and supporters.” Fearing the rise of moral leadership as a destruction of the “rules of the
game” which the FBI wished to control from above Hoover said that they must “prevent the rise of a ‘messiah’ who
could unify and electrify the militant black nationalist movement”.
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Bobby and John Fight Back
While Garrow writes extensively that Bobby Kennedy acting as Attorney General was to blame for King’s illegal
surveillance, the reality is quite the reverse. Both Kennedy brothers detested the FBI’s dictatorship in America and
both understood the international power structures of British Intelligence shaping the CIA/FBI behaviour from above.
When JFK fired Allan Dulles, he made many manoeuvers to bring the FBI under control to little avail. The night that
John was killed, Bobby Kennedy was with his close friend Congressman Cornelius Gallagher who later reported that
Bobby stated that “the old man (Hoover)” was behind it. Gallagher went on record in a 2013 interview saying “if
there was a conspiracy then only Hoover and his special group could have killed the President”. In that same
interview Gallagher discussed his belief in the Permindex assassination bureau which Attorney General Jim Garrison
had uncovered during his investigation of JFK’s assassination[2].
While Bobby is painted as an anti-MLK enforcer for the FBI by Garrow, the reality is that Bobby personally
intervened to get King out of a six month sentence in a maximum security penitentiary, for having an invalid driver’s
license, in 1960. As he was deciding to run for President in 1968, MLK was simultaneously contemplating running as
a candidate which would have brought these two collaborators into a potentially powerful political alliance. Ironically,
FBI Director James Comey (who was later fired for attempting his “Hoover moment” with incoming President
Trump), slandered Bobby in a London Guardian 2015 interview saying “I keep Bobby’s authorization of King’s FBI
surveillance on my desk to remind me of the agency’s past misdeeds”.
Unfortunately, the beautiful possibility of a 1968 Bobby Kennedy/Martin Luther King alliance was not permitted to
come into being and an era of insanity was unleashed. While such operations as MK Ultra and COINTELPRO came
to formal ends in the 1970s, their operations continued on as the Deep State embedded itself ever more deeply into the
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heart of America’s soul.

Where do We go from Here?
Throughout the 1970s and 1980s, the FBI became recognized as just one branch of the Deep State/5 Eyes
international intelligence apparatus which had been making every effort to undermine America and bring the republic
back under firm control of the British Empire as outlined by Cecil Rhodes in his 1877 will.
Just as the FBI often controlled the most reactionary and violent elements of anti-establishment movements during
COINTELPRO, recent reports have proven that the vast majority of those “prevented” terrorist attempts which have
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occurred in America since 1993 have actually first been instigated by the FBI demonstrating conclusively that the
bureau never reformed.
We stand at a moment which is shaped by a great hope for a new set of relationships based on the potential alliance
between western cultures increasingly purged of the Deep State and Eastern nations led by Russia, China and the Belt
and Road Initiative, let us remember the words of Martin Luther King Jr in his August 1967 speech titled “Where do
We go from Here?”
“I want to say to you as I move to my conclusion, as we talk about “where do we go from here?” that we must
honestly face the fact that the movement must address itself to the question of restructuring the whole of American
society…
Now, don’t think you have me in a bind today. I’m not talking about communism. What I’m talking about is far
beyond communism. …Communism forgets that life is individual. Capitalism forgets that life is social. And the
kingdom of brotherhood is found neither in the thesis of communism nor the antithesis of capitalism, but in a higher
synthesis. It is found in a higher synthesis that combines the truths of both. Now, when I say questioning the whole
society, it means ultimately coming to see that the problem of racism, the problem of economic exploitation, and the
problem of war are all tied together. These are the triple evils that are interrelated…
And I must confess, my friends, that the road ahead will not always be smooth. There will still be rocky places of
frustration and meandering points of bewilderment. There will be inevitable setbacks here and there. And there will
be those moments when the buoyancy of hope will be transformed into the fatigue of despair. Our dreams will
sometimes be shattered and our ethereal hopes blasted. We may again, with tear-drenched eyes, have to stand before
the bier of some courageous civil rights worker whose life will be snuffed out by the dastardly acts of bloodthirsty
mobs. But difficult and painful as it is, we must walk on in the days ahead with an audacious faith in the future….
When our days become dreary with low-hovering clouds of despair, and when our nights become darker than a
thousand midnights, let us remember that there is a creative force in this universe working to pull down the gigantic
mountains of evil, a power that is able to make a way out of no way and transform dark yesterdays into bright
tomorrows. Let us realize that the arc of the moral universe is long, but it bends toward justice.”
In his closing remarks to the 1999 jury trial that found King to be a victim of a vast conspiracy, Martin’s son Dexter
King left a challenge to all who would come into contact with this news:
“The question now is, “What will you do with that?” We as a family have done our part. We have carried this mantle
for as long as we can carry it. We know what happened. It is on public record. The transcripts will be available; we
will make them available on the Web at some point. Any serious researcher who wants to know what happened can
find out.”

Footnotes
[1] The idea that Poe was a deviant, alcoholic and opium addict was entirely generated by the pen of Poe’s enemy
Rufus Griswold who managed to purchase the entire body of Poe’s personal writings from the poet’s financially
strained aunt and then proceeded to “lose everything” while publishing a biography that became the authoritative
book on Poe for the next 170 years.
[2] Much of Garrison’s work was used in the crafting of Oliver Stone’s JFK whose buzz on Capitol Hill created the
momentum for the passage of the JFK Records Declassification Act of 1992.
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THE FBI’S “RUSSIA-GATING” OF
MARTIN LUTHER KING: A TALE FOR
OUR TIME
By David Shavin
[This article was originally published one year ago, on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the assassination of
Martin Luther King, with the confidence that Mueller’s crowd was truly functioning as the proverbial emperor with
no clothes on. Now that Mueller’s been exposed, it were vital to re-visit the Hoover/Mueller methods and root them
out. In a sense, Dr. King has received some measure of justice over the last year; however, there is no reason to stop
there, and allow such sins to be visited upon our children and grand-children.]
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Fifty years ago, on Thursday, April 4, 1968, Martin Luther King was assassinated.
On Tuesday, April 9, 1968, his mortal remains were interred.
Dr. King loved to pose the Leibnizian concept, that the moral arc of the universe may be exceedingly long, but it
bends toward justice. Fifty years later, it might be an appropriate time to provide Dr. King some justice; and it might
well be that the corner that today’s “Russia-gaters” have painted themselves into, provides the universe with the
circumstances to end J. Edgar Hoover’s legacy.

I. The Immortal Talent of Dr. King
The United States, and the world, has suffered greatly from the events of that week, fifty years ago. What has been
missing in our quality of leadership over the past fifty years? Lyndon LaRouche identified in Martin Luther King a
true grasp of the Constitutional principle of the “general welfare”, as the key for competent leadership: “If you want
to be a true politician, you must be committed to the general welfare. You must be committed to mankind. And to
be committed to mankind, is to look at the person who’s in the worst condition, in general – and uplift them! Then,
you really have proven, that you care about the general welfare. If you don’t go to those people, you’re not with the
general welfare. If you don’t have your roots in a fight for the general welfare, you’re not capable of leading our
nation, which is a nation constitutionally committed to the general welfare. Martin had that.” [1]
Martin Luther King had a mission that he would not betray. Though he had no wish to be a martyr, he was emphatic
that one must discover what it is for which he or she is willing to give his life, in order to have a life. King recognized
that the United States had been founded on a unique basis: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all Men are
created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life,
Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.” King took that principled founding of the republic seriously, not fighting so
much on behalf of one group or another, but that that nation might fulfill its destiny. That a section of our population
had been deliberately misused and abused was both a moral problem and a very practical problem – immoral to
tolerate the suppression of development of a population, and impractical to waste all that undeveloped talent. A
constitutional republic simply cannot function in that fashion. As Lincoln put it, a republic could not long survive
half-free and half-slave.
In the 1950’s, there was a particular edge to this matter, as the United States had emerged from the World War II
mobilization as the hope of the world; and the matter of becoming fully free was central to the identity of the nation –
that is, whether we would simply be the continuation of the colonialist policies of the British, French and Dutch, or
whether we would actually be the key for conquering poverty and insuring development and stability. King’s voice
resonated with that distinct possibility of becoming fully free.

II. MLK Today
Today, that possibility of such a transformation has come alive again with the potential of working with China and
Russia on the Belt and Road projects and the elimination of war.
Not long ago, a President was to take office in January, 2017, free from the imperialism-on-steroids policy of the
George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations – and a President that, horror of horrors, was open to working
with Russia, and that did not see the sense of “regime-change” wars, nor of the development of a first-strike, nuclear
war policy against Russia.
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III. Comey’s “Hoover” Moment
The men who had found their ways to the top of our intelligence agencies , John Brennan, James Clapper and James
Comey, had proven most adept in their brazen “I never have to say I’m sorry” approach to lying. One risked exposing
their latest lie, at the risk of them launching a bigger one tomorrow. They had more than a little to lose if their “Ponzi”
scheme of lies were one day left unsupported.
On Friday, January 7, 2017, they arranged for Comey to meet privately with the President-elect for, as Comey aptly
characterized it, his “J. Edgar Hoover” moment. That is, Hoover would make a President aware of what blackmail
material was “out there”, with the threat conveyed that, unless the President would function on the intelligence
agency’s leash, he would become the victim of a public spectacle.[2] Comey’s “Hoover” moment involved
the blackmailing of the President-elect, using the selected talking point of the Steele dossier, alleging that Putin
controlled Trump, due to Trump’s cavorting with prostitutes in a bizarre scene in a Moscow hotel room. Hence, our
sub-title, “A Tale for Our Time”.
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IV. Hoover’s “James Comey” Moment
This is a story on “Russia-gate” – as J. Edgar Hoover practiced it against Martin Luther King. Admittedly, the term
used then was “Commie dupe”, not “Putin dupe”, and the world was a different world. However, an enemy-image is
an enemy-image; and the paralysis induced in the population’s capacity to think is pretty much the same.
It is usually assumed that Hoover’s operations against King commenced with wiretaps, with a vile blackmail letter
(suggesting that King’s only way out was suicide), and with the targeting of collaborators of King (Jack O’Dell,
Stanley Levison, and Bayard Rustin) for links to Communist causes. But none of that occurred prior to 1962. It was at
least five years earlier that Hoover initiated his “Russia-gate” operation against King.

The lead photo from the Georgia Commission Education’s pamphlet

In December, 1956, the year-long bus boycott in Montgomery had finally been won. Shortly afterwards, King had
agreed to come speak at Highlander Folk Center, where Rosa Parks earlier had been trained for her Montgomery
mission. After the surprising Montgomery victory, the FBI counter-attack to isolate and kill the civil rights movement
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was put into high gear with the “Russia-gating” of King. The creation of “King, the Communist”, a stooge of the
diabolical Russians, was set afoot on that 1957 Labor Day weekend at Highlander. The photo of King at the so-called
“Communist Training School” would be plastered on billboards throughout the South. A four-page, newspaper-size
handout version was produced on the scandal, and distributed in millions of copies – over one million of them paid for
by the state of Georgia. And when civil rights legislation finally reached the Congress in 1963, the photo was made
central to the attempt to derail the discussion. It was submitted as proof of the testimony that King was run by the
Russians.
The original slander described the staged photograph as follows: “PICTURED HERE (foreground) is Abner W. Berry
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party. On the first row are Reverend Martin Luther King (2nd from right)
of the Montgomery Boycott, Aubrey Williams (3rd from right) president of the Soutern Conference education Fund
Inc. and Myles Horton (4th from Right)the director of Highlander Folk School. These ‘four horsemen’ of racial
agitation have brought tension, disturbance, strife and violence in their advancement of the Communist doctrine of
‘racial nationalism’.]
I myself was at Highlander on that occasion, taken there as a boy by his parents. Highlander was run by a friend of my
father, Myles Horton, in rural Monteagle, TN – about an hour’s drive from Chattanooga. It was not a large gathering.
I swam in the lake that Labor Day weekend with the other black and white children – photos of which, in the fourpage handout, were meant to enrage segregationists. The key piece of information, later related to me by my father,
about the FBI operation is not to be found in reportage on the events, but it is critical in exposing the hand of J. Edgar
Hoover.

V. MLK at the Communist Training School?
On Labor Day weekend, 1957, around 190 people gathered at Highlander Center to celebrate the Montgomery
victory, and to hear Dr. King. Myles Horton had run an organizers’ training center there for the CIO since 1932/3.
After World War II, the center added civil rights organizing to its labor organizing in a big way. Septima Clark was
the key individual involved in the civil rights training there. Eleanor Roosevelt was on their board. [3] Rosa Parks
arrived there in the summer of 1955.
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In Montgomery, Alabama in 1955, Clifford and Virginia Durr, along with Aubrey Williams [4], had been looking for
a volunteer to challenge the segregation on the buses. Montgomery’s NAACP President Ed Nixon [5] suggested Rosa
Parks, and that summer, she attended the training center at Highlander. It is often suggested that she simply got tired
one day, and sat down in the “whites only” section of the bus – but that does quite an injustice to her. After her
summer training session, Rosa Parks had spent four months deliberating as to whether she would be the one to take
the lead in making history. It was not a decision taken lightly. So, in December 1955, when she finally did sit down, it
was a courageous decision born not of rashness or exhaustion, but of deliberate leadership.
It took a year of boycott of the Montgomery public transit system, massive inconvenience amongst a broad array of
otherwise not very political individuals, and a dedicated leadership capable of overcoming all the bumps in the road.
When the Supreme Court intervened against the segregationist practices in Montgomery, in December 1956, victory
was declared. King’s declaration that day invoked his phrase about the moral arc of the universe.
Parks returned to Highlander the following summer, that Labor Day weekend of 1957, where Reverend King was
invited to give a presentation. These two were the heroes, fresh from the year-long struggle in Montgomery. Also of
special note that weekend, it was the time and place where King was introduced to the anthem “We Shall
Overcome” [6]. On the extended drive to the airport after the weekend activities had concluded, King would keep
singing the anthem, declaring it to be most beautiful. Later, King would pronounce it, the “battle hymn of our
movement”. Finally, on that same eventful weekend, four black teenagers in Little Rock, Arkansas, were working up
the courage to make history the next day, when school would open.

VI. The Sanitized Version
The sanitized version of the events behind the “Commie”-photo is that the Georgia Education Commission hired an
agent, one Ed Friend, to go to Highlander and take photographs and film of the attendees [7]. Friend’s most famous
photograph displayed King sitting in the front row at Highlander’s auditorium, with the Communist Party member,
Abner Berry, kneeling in front of him. The headline read “Martin Luther King at Communist Training School” – and,
six years later, in 1963 – as President Kennedy was trying to
enact historic civil rights legislation – the photo along with the
headline was waved in front of the U.S. Senate, in testimony
by Mississippi Governor Ross Barnett. His testimony was
seconded by Alabama Governor George Wallace.

Barnett testified that the civil rights legislation was “a part of
the world Communist conspiracy to divide and conquer our
country from within.” Some years later, the unrepentant racist
would recall:

Gov. Barnett rallying the confederates

“I testified before the United States Senate Commerce
Committee on July 10, 1963, and I told the members of the Committee that in my humble opinion if they passed
those civil rights proposals into law that were then pending in the Congress of the United States that it would bring
about more turmoil and strife and bloodshed than they have ever heard of before.[8] George Wallace, Governor of
Alabama, testified to the same thing the next day, but they paid no attention to our warnings. They went right
ahead and passed those civil rights laws. I remember distinctly that one of the Senators of Michigan asked me:
“You said something a while ago about Communism being mixed up with all these sit-ins, marches and break-ins.”
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I replied, “Yes sir, I said it a while ago, Senator, and I meant every word that I said.” Then I added, “I believe it.”
The Senator then asked if I had any proof. He stated, “You’re making a mighty serious charge here.” I then
answered, “Certainly, it’s a serious charge, but I think it is just as true as two and two are four.” He mentioned
that he would like for me to offer some kind of proof. I said, “All right, Senator. Here is a picture that I am taking
out of my briefcase of Martin Luther King… at Monteagle, Tennessee.” When I handed him the picture he did not
say a word.”
For unreconstructed Confederates, Governor Barnett’s role was the “high-water mark” of the Russia-gating of King. It
was the culmination of six years of frenzied fulminations. However, in reality, it was as pathetic as the Confederates’
“ Pickett’s Charge” at Gettysburg in 1863, a century prior.

VII. Hoover Escalates vs. JFK
When Senator Warren Magnuson inquired of J. Edgar Hoover whether this
testimony and photograph was correct, Hoover certainly did not report to the
Senator that the FBI had control over the ex-CP member, Berry, or had stagemanaged the photo. Rather, Hoover simply demurred over whether the
photograph was valid or not, keeping the racist governors at arms length. As
the “Commie”-charge had already done its intended damage, Hoover played
the “soft cop”, choosing his words about Russian infiltration of King’s SCLC
to the Senate: “In substance, the Communist Party, USA, is not able to
assume a role of leadership in the racial unrest at this time. However, the
Party is attempting to exploit the current racial situation through
propaganda and participation in demonstrations and other activities
whenever possible. Through these tactics, the party hopes ultimately to
progress from its current supporting role to a position of active leadership.”
Today’s so-called “intelligence” agencies would be proud of Hoover. In
modern language, his sophistry would translate as: “Putin didn’t actually run
Trump’s campaign; however, he is using propaganda, promoting
Sen. Warren Magnuson
demonstrations and such. The intelligence community has made the finding
that their proven
involvement means they are a step away from running our
elections and subverting democracy.”
Within days – on July 17, 1963 – President Kennedy weighed in
with a press conference, where he announced: “We have no
evidence that any of the leaders of the civil rights movement in
the United States are Communists. We have no evidence that
the demonstrations are Communist-inspired. There may be
occasions when a Communist takes part in a demonstration.
We can’t prevent that. But I think it is a convenient scapegoat
to suggest that all of the difficulties are Communist and that if
the Communist movement would only disappear that we would
end this.” Perhaps in our more enlightened day, we now are able
John F. Kennedy August 1963

to determine that the President was probably involved in an
obstruction of justice; but in 1963, that was considered
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leadership.
Kennedy’s announcement did not sit well with Hoover, who had been busy on his mission to destroy King. Hoover
had been badgering the Kennedy brothers with his allegations that Russia’s KGB had their hooks into the SCLC,
King’s civil rights organization. Throughout that summer of 1963, as the famous March on Washington was building
towards its climax on August 28, 1963, the occasion of King’s “I Have a Dream” speech, Hoover increased his
submissions of reports and memos to President Kennedy and the Attorney General, Robert Kennedy. Hoover reported
on King’s communist connections, on King’s private life, and, just so the message was clear, also on Kennedy’s
private life [9].
Earlier that summer, on June 22, 1963, the only direct meeting between President Kennedy and King had occurred.
The President, not trusting a conversation in his own Oval Office, took King on a private stroll through the Rose
Garden. Later, King reported to close friends that it was a rather curious conversation with the President. Kennedy
was not shocked that intelligence agencies compiled blackmail material on public figures. However, he was,
evidently, quite taken aback that such blackmail would be used, beyond extracting political favors, to actually bring
down governments. He asked King whether he was familiar with the then current “Profumo Affair”, the sex affair that
was being used to bring down the Harold Macmillan government in Britain. It seems clear that Kennedy was
concerned about out-of-control intelligence agencies – that they were intent on bringing down King, which, as he put
it, would also bring down his Presidency. Kennedy pressed King to distance himself from two of his collaborators
(Stanley Levison and Jack O’Dell), lest King and Kennedy would both be brought down.
The March on Washington was a tremendous success. The “Profumo Affair” did bring down Macmillan’s
government that October. By November, President Kennedy was no more.
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VIII. The Staging of the “Commie” Photo
The unsanitized reality of the operation is that J. Edgar Hoover and his FBI ran the operation of the reactionary
Southern governors. It was not a coincidence that the photographer just happened upon Dr. King cozying up to Abner
Berry at Highlander in 1957. Myles Horton told Seamour Shavin, my father that:
a) Abner Berry and Ed Friend arrived at Highlander either together, or at the same time.
b) They had both lied as to whom they were.
c) They were the only two individuals at Highlander that weekend unknown to Horton.
d) They seemed to know each other, and that, during the weekend, they coordinated their actions with
each other – in particular, the quick insertion of Berry into the photo op.
Racist Southern governors did not control or deploy members of the CPUSA; the FBI did. In 1957, FBI agents and/or
informers were a decent percentage of the shrunken membership of the CPUSA. The co-ordination of Friend and
Berry on the infamous “photo op” has the paw print of J. Edgar Hoover all over it.
Afterwards, Abner Berry wanted his fellow CP-ers to believe that he had been tricked into the staged photograph;
however his resignation from the CP two months after the photograph suggests otherwise. It is exactly what an FBIcontaminated individual says and does after exposing himself in such an operation. His usefulness as an undercover
agent in the CP was over.

VIII. Hoover’s Premeditation
Earlier, in October, 1956, two months before the end of the
Montgomery bus strike, Hoover sent President Eisenhower the
FBI’s “Secret Report: The Communist Party and the Negro –
1953-1956.” Hoover wanted the President to know that the CP
was exploiting “the enforcement of desegregation in every
possible way…”. (They were also exploiting, according to
Hoover, the 1955 murder and desecration of the black teenager,
Emmett Till – or what Hoover termed, “the alleged murder”.)
Further, according to Hoover’s report, the CP’s “Daily Worker”
praised the then ongoing Montgomery bus boycott, where the
CP had claimed that the Federal Government was “…duty
bound, under law, to act against officials who, under cover of
law, deprive citizens of their basic and federally guaranteed
rights…”; and it called for “pressing the President and federal
agencies to act against those who illegally deny Negroes their
rights as American citizens.”
Two months later, the Supreme Court did actually rule against
those officials, and in favor of King and his battle against
segregation in Montgomery. In Hoover’s world, this meant that
the Supreme Court had become dupes of the Commies. Hoover had the intention, the motivation and the means to
stage, a few months later, the “Commie-photo”.
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To overlook Hoover’s role in the “Commie photo-op” of Martin Luther King, and in the manipulation of racist fears,
would be akin to ignoring the role of the British Empire in the financial underpinnings of the Confederacy. In both
cases, one is not so much being fooled; rather, it is more a case of volunteering to drink the Kool-Aid.

IX. The Underlings
The Georgia Education Commission went on to distribute over
a million of the four-page handouts of Ed Friend’s work. More
copies were reproduced and distributed by the John Birch
Society, the White Citizens’ Councils, and the like.
Meanwhile, more establishment papers, such as the
“Birmingham News” would explain to their readers that
Highlander Center had been proven to be conducting a
Russian-inspired master plan to sow racial unrest in the United
States [10]. The photo of black and white children swimming
in the same lake was calculated to disturb sensibilities.
However, the photo of a black man and a white woman in
physical contact in a square dance was calculated to trigger
outrage. This was only two years after the savage butchery of
Emmett Till, a young black male who had never even touched
the white woman he was said to have offended.
The Georgia Education Commission was the work of Senator Herman Tallmadge’s political operative, Roy V. Harris.
He was a founder of the White Citizens’ Councils. In March, 1956, Harris had declared to the New Orleans Citizens’
Council: “Patience and moderation on the subject of the Supreme Court decisions destroying segregation in the
public school systems means integration… To resist and set aside the Supreme Court decision is our only
salvation…”
Harris had relied upon the “intelligence” of an FBI “counterspy”, Karl Prussian, asserting that King belonged to sixty
Communist front groups. The list of the “CP-affiliated” organizations printed by Harris’s group – that is, a list of
organizations that, at some point, had the same position on a given issue as the CP – was very much the list that the
FBI’s Karl Prussian had previously prepared for the 1954 HUAC hearings in New Orleans [11]. For example, one of
Governor Barnett’s Communist devils that he singled out was Aubrey Williams, the Highlander Board member sitting
in the front row of the photo with King. Williams was Franklin Roosevelt’s Assistant Relief Administrator under
Harry Hopkins; and, presumably, the CP had at least once taken a position in favor of relief for the poor. Ergo, “CPaffiliated”. But don’t make the mistake of laughing at some never-to-be-repeated, alien moment in history – just open
your morning paper or turn on your nightly “news” broadcast.

X. The Wrong Assassination
A competent investigation of the assassination of Martin Luther King is not the subject of this article [12]. However,
this author will proffer one more account from my father, as it bears upon the professionalism of the FBI in the week
after King’s murder. In 1969, a wild, red-bearded Baptist preacher, named Baxton Bryant, showed up at our door in
Chattanooga, demanding that my father get in the car and accompany him around the state. (Since Seamour was to
succeed Bryant as the next head of the Tennessee Council on Human Relations, there was a little bit of rationale
behind Bryant’s pre-emptive actions.) As they drove to the Somerville, Tennessee residence of John McFerren,
Bryant related his story.
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On Sunday, April 7, 1968, three days after the assassination, Bryant, at home in Nashville, had received a nervous
phone call from McFerren, telling Bryant that he had to drive to Somerville that day – that what McFerren had to say
could not be said over the phone. McFerren told Bryant that, while picking up his weekly supplies from the Liberto
Brothers Produce warehouse in Memphis on the preceding Thursday afternoon, McFerren had overheard a loud
outburst from a phone conversation in the backroom, regarding an upcoming assassination. (The Liberto brothers
were known as the heads of the Memphis branch of the New Orleans-based Carlos Marcello gang; and they were, to
say the least, involved in the logistics of the assassination plan.) Frank Liberto had angrily shouted, “I told you not to
call me here. Shoot the son of a bitch when he comes on the balcony.” McFerren had no idea that King was being
targeted that day, until, upon arriving back in Somerville, his wife broke the news to him of King’s murder – and he
realized what he had overheard.
After hearing McFerren’s story, Bryant drove him to Memphis that Sunday evening, where FBI agent O. B. Johnson
tape-recorded McFerren’s account. Later, when Bryant pressed the FBI for their followup, he obtained their
response: “Oh, we checked that out. It turns out that that particular conversation must have been about a different
planned hit.” [13] And, evidently, on a different balcony.

XI. Conclusion: The Moral Arc of the Universe
The hypocrisy of J. Edgar Hoover, or of the modern-day “Russia-is-the-devil” ideologues, is not that hard to identify
or to ridicule. The question is, why would our universe have been created so as to allow matters to get to such a low

Martin Luther King’s Mountaintop speech on April 3, 1968 (one day before his
assassination)
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point?

That the moral arc of the universe bends toward justice, does not mean that the assassination of Dr. King will be
automatically provided justice. Leibniz’s conception, and that of Dr. King’s, involves the idea that the Creator did a
good thing in creating the universe, and also in creating a being in his image. However, that being made in his image
participates in the work of re-creation, and has the capacity to make appropriate or deficient choices. Appropriate
choices – as in successful scientific breakthroughs – will find a universe that rewards such choices; deficient choices –
as in an obsession for money, sex, gluttony and, in general, short-term pleasures – will leave such a society discarded
by history. Similarly with Lincoln’s “You can fool all the people some of the time, and some of the people all the
time, but you can’t fool all the people all the time.” Should you succeed, hypothetically, in fooling all the people all
the time, you no longer exist.
Our culture must tackle the difficult work involved in confronting the pain that arises from considering the unjust
treatment of Dr. King, and to solve the question as to whether our Creator really intended for such evil to prevail.
Such preparation is necessary to summon the strength to change who we are for the better. Only then might the
completely obvious and happy alternative – that of the United States joining honestly and meaningfully with the great
projects of the Belt and Road – be actually seen with open eyes for what it is.
Dr. King was not wrong to have climbed to the mountaintop. In fact, he would be very happy to have company on that
mountaintop!

FOOTNOTES
[1] “The Immortal Talent of Dr. King”. Lyndon LaRouche to the MLK Prayer Breakfast of the Talladega County
(Alabama) Democratic Conference. January 19, 2014.https://www.schillerinstitute.org/…/jan…/lar_mlk_speech.html
[2] Comey’s testimony to Congress months later, after the blackmail attempt was rebuffed, was revelatory: “I was
worried very much of being in kind of a J. Edgar Hoover-type situation. I don’t want him thinking I was briefing him
on this to sort of hang it over him in some way.” Perhaps Comey was worried, yet, nothing he did was any different
than what Hoover did. If it walks, talks, and quacks like blackmail, it probably is blackmail.
[3] In 1958, when Eleanor Roosevelt was scheduled to speak at Highlander, Hoover advised her to stay away, as there
were possibilities of violence. Eleanor ignored Hoover’s instruction. (While there, she took some delight in seeing the
black and white children playing together at Highlander, commenting as much to my sister.)
[4] In 1933, Clifford Durr became the legal counsel for Roosevelt’s Reconstruction Finance Organization. Virginia
Durr was a founding member of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, an interracial group founded in 1938 –
responding to President Roosevelt’s identification of the South as the key economic problem of the nation. Aubrey
Williams was Roosevelt’s Assistant Federal Relief Administrator, reporting directly to Harry Hopkins.
[5] Edgar D. Nixon was a union organizer for – and for many years, the President of – the Brotherhood of Sleeping
Car Porters. Rosa Parks had been working in his NAACP office.
[6] In brief: Myles Horton’s wife, Zilphia, heard “We Will Overcome” from an attendee at Highlander, Lucille
Simmons, the leader of the October, 1945 tobacco workers strike in Charleston, South Carolina. (Simmons’ source
had been the Gullah community of Johns Island, SC, next to Charleston.) Zilphia, who ran the music program at
Highlander, taught Pete Seeger, who published it in 1947. It was reprinted in September, 1948 for the Henry Wallace
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presidential campaign. Either Zilphia or Seeger changed it to “We Shall Overcome”, finding it more assertive. In the
early 1950’s, Zilphia taught Guy Carawan the song, who, in 1960, taught it to the youth of SNCC at their founding
convention.
[7] Ten minutes of Ed Friend’s silent film footage of the attendees at
Highlander: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K8Qzq2tEEtc (Seamour Shavin appears at the 7:59 – 8:00 minute
point.)
[8] Barnett knew of what he threatened. The year before, the governor famously agitated for a riot on the campus of
the University of Mississippi, on the occasion of the enrollment of its first black student, James Meredith. As militant
segregationists converged on Oxford, MS – such as General Edwin Walker, Oren Potito of the National State’s Rights
Party, and Richard Lauchli of the Minuteman’s training camp north of Lake Pontchartrain – the Governor whipped up
41,000 fanatics at the 9/29/1962 football game, replete with Confederate flags, with his emotional half-time speech: “I
love Mississippi! I love her people, our customs. I love and I respect our heritage.” Two died and many were injured
in the next day’s rioting.
[9] Hoover alleged that a woman Kennedy might have had a liaison with was actually a communist spy from East
Germany. Though it was never the case, Hoover thought Kennedy should know what might become public.
[10] A rare example of integrity in the public media at the time, in regards to the workings of Highlander Center, was
the coverage by John Popham, editor of the “Chattanooga Times” newspaper. (Of some note, later, Popham would
recognize in Lyndon LaRouche and his movement the sort of qualities of leadership that LaRouche had found in
King.)
[11] During the “Joseph McCarthy” period, the House Un-American Committee hearings held an investigation in
New Orleans in 1954, targeting Highlander’s founder, Myles Horton; Montgomery activist, Virginia Durr; FDR’s
Aubrey Williams; and James Dombrowski of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare (SCHW). They found,
amongst other things, that Dombrowski’s SCHW “has further revealed itself as a Communist-front organization by its
cooperation with other Communist-dominated front groups…”! (Modern translation: Have you listened to RT or have
you co-operated with someone who did listen to RT?)
[12] Dr. William Pepper’s investigation, reported in his {The Plot to Kill King}, certainly should be central to any
such research.
[13] McFerren did relate, on that 1969 visit, that there had been multiple attempts to set him up since his visit to the
FBI in Memphis. He ironically noted that he had suddenly become more handsome, as the last year had witnessed a
curious upsurge of white women coming by his combination gas station/produce stand, and trying to strike up a
relationship with him.
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ADDENDA
I. A “Smoking Pistol”
The above story relied upon the report by Myles Horton to Seamour Shavin regarding the apparent collaboration
between Friend and Berry – making the ‘commie’ photo operation an FBI matter, and only secondarily a matter of the
Georgia Education Commission. There was also the circumstantial evidence that Berry’s behavior two months later –
quitting the CP after decades of involvement – cohered with Horton’s story.
However, a closer examination of Friend’s images may yet provide a “smoking pistol”. Of all the photos in the fourpage slander, the ‘commie’ photo was the ‘money shot’ and the ‘black man dancing with white woman’ was the
inflammatory shot. However, it appears that those were also the only two staged images. In the first, CP member
Abner Berry is clearly identified, while in the second, it is merely an anonymous black man. However, an
examination of all the individuals at Highlander, found in the 9-10 minute video, shows that the black man dancing
looks like no one else other than Abner Berry! This would mean that Friend and Berry staged the two most important
images, and that Berry’s cover story to his CP’s friends – that he was ‘tricked’ into the ‘commie’ photo – becomes
even more threadbare.
Further, an examination of the other images of the square dancing makes clear that no one, black or white, was
dancing very close to anyone else – except for the one very non-square-dancing image staged. Must one assume that
Berry was confused as to how square-dancing went?

II. And as supplementary to the staged ‘square-dance’ photo,
note Edwin Hugo Friend’s testimony at the Highlander Trial,
March 4, 1959
It is also the case that Friend considered the dancing photo to be particularly important, as displayed in his peculiar
blathering on his theory of square-dancing:
“Committee questioner: “Mr. Friend, was that a subversive meeting there at that time?”
EHF: “It was subversive, sir, to the way that I have been taught to live in America.”
“Explain that to the committee.”
“I have been taught by southern tradition to keep the races separate.”
What of anyone that promotes integration?
“I can guarantee you he is not what I would call a good American, Sir..”
And what of the photo of the couple square-dancing?
“This is a square dance held at night… The approach to this square dance seemed to be very harmless, in that the
Negro boy will wind up dancing with the white girl… This was called [that is, by the one calling out the square-dance
instructions] and invariably he always would up with one of the Negro boys dancing with one of the white girls in
order to get them familiar, and these doctrines were teached [sic] in this school, and in order to break down the
resistance to integration in that you had to do it anyway that a person really wouldn’t be conscious of it…”
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It turns out that, famous jokes aside, dancing might possibly lead to blathering. But, regardless, the second staged
photo was of no little importance to Friend. And the caller who was manipulating the situation was no one but the
photographer Edwin Hugo Friend, Sr, aided by his collaborator, Abner Berry.

III. Hoover’s Game
In May, 1961, J. Edgar Hoover told the new Attorney General Robert Kennedy that Martin Luther King was tainted
for attending a Communist party training school. Hoover knew better. In the 1940’s, the FBI had investigated charges
against Highlander for being communist and had closed the file after finding the charges baseless.
Hoover had provided Kennedy that May a summary memorandum prepared by his “Name Check Section” of the FBI;
however, he was bothered that, though the report had the bogus ‘commie school’ charge in it, there had been no
follow up with a security investigation of King. The Supervisor of the Name Check Unit, one George H. Scatterday,
failed to back up Hoover, explaining that Highlander didn’t teach communism and was not controlled by communists
– though the Georgia Education Commission had charged King with attending a communist school.
Hoover was incensed at Scatterday for not having opened up a security investigation of King and for not going the
next step with the ‘commie school’ story. Hoover scribbled on Scatterday’s memo, “This is astounding. Upon what
the first memo said, I orally advised A.G. [Robert Kennedy] that King had been associated with Communists and
had been at a Communist meeting.” Hoover protesteth overly much. He instructed that a letter of censure be entered
into Scatterday’s personnel file.

IV. Hoover’s Man on the Highlander Case
In 1957, the man that Hoover had on the Highlander case was Louis
B. Nichols, #3 man at the FBI, just under Clyde Tolson and Hoover.
This author has not located any order from Nichols to deploy the
Friend/Berry team to Highlander. However, Nichols warned Tolson
three days before the ‘commie’ photo, that Highlander was gearing
up their civil rights activity. Again, on September 4th, two days
after the photo, Nichols wrote that Highlander was the center for
teaching civil disobedience. This prompted Hoover to write the
Tennessee FBI office, indicating his concern about Highlander.
Then, on October 4, 1957, Georgia Governor Griffin gave a press
conference, praising the wiles of his undercover investigator,
Friend, and announcing that an initial run of 250,000 copies of the
four-page ‘King at the Commie School’ slander sheet was going
out. Nichols was the man at the FBI who kept on top of the
effectiveness of the slander sheet. Below is an example of Nichols
forwarding one of the slander sheets to Clyde Tolson.
Nichols was clearly involved, but it is not clear who at the FBI
deployed Abner Berry to Highlander to work with Friend. It were
likely that Nichols was working with someone in the FBI’s CP
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team. Meanwhile, Ed Friend went on to become the photographer for the Ku Klux Klan, and, in the 1970’s, for the
white racists of Rhodesia. One can be assured that both groups practiced safe square-dancing.
In November, 1957, shortly after the Friend/Berry operation ended, Nichols cashed in with a $100,000 per year post
with Lewis S. Rosenstiel’s Schenley liquors. Nichols’ main job was to assure investigators that Rosenstiel was not
really involved with the mob. (It was Rosenstiel’s wife who later testified that, in 1958 and 1959, Hoover was seen
cross-dressing at the Plaza Hotel, and performing homosexual acts that included Roy Cohn and Louis Rosenstiel.) In
1965, Rosenstiel provided Nichols with $1,000,000 to set up the J. Edgar Hoover Foundation, to promote J. Edgar
Hoover as a model for America’s youth.
Nichols ill-gotten gains allowed him to purchase a home in Leesburg, Virginia, and an extensive black-walnut tree
operation near Winchester, Virginia. Hoover was godfather to Nichols’ first-born, John Edgar Nichols – named after
his boss back in 1939! (Nichols waited for his second son to convey his own name, Louis.)
And to my invaluable primary source for key components of this story, I thank my dear father, Seamour Shavin.
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FORGOTTEN BATTLES AGAINST THE
DEEP STATE PART 2: JFK VS. THE
EMPIRE
by Anton Chaitkin

This article first appeared in the September 6, 2013 issue of Executive Intelligence Review for the 50th anniversary of
President John F. Kennedy’s murder, a crime from which America has never recovered. It is now featured as the
second part of a new series entitled “Forgotten Battles Against the Deep State” which sheds new light on the
resistance to the British coup conducted on western governments during the post war years.
Click here for the first article in this series “John Diefenbaker’s Northern Vision Sabotaged by Rhodes Scholars”

Method of Investigation
Investigators normally consider who benefited from a crime, and what changed as a result of that crime.
In this case, we must first understand who Kennedy was, and what he fought for; who we were as a nation, and where
we were headed when he was shot. Knowing that will make plain who killed him and why. It will help guide us to
what we must now change for our survival.
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John F Kennedy in 1953

Kennedy’s Nationalism
When Kennedy returned from his celebrated World War II Naval service and plunged into politics, he aimed to set the
world back on the path of his late Commander-in-Chief, Franklin Roosevelt, and to bury imperialism.
In his first political speech, to the American Legion post in Boston, Nov. 18, 1945, in anticipation of a run for
Congress, he explained Winston Churchill’s recent electoral defeat by contrasting the outlook of Churchill’s party
with that of Franklin Roosevelt.

Churchill’s Conservative Party had governed England
“during the years of the depression when poverty stalked the Midlands and the coal fields of Wales, and thousands
and thousands lived off the meager pittance of the dole. Where Roosevelt made his political reputation by his
treatment of the depression, the Conservative Party lost theirs.”
And the English voters had been jolted by that contrast when soldiers from Roosevelt’s America were stationed there
in wartime:
“England traditionally has been a country with tremendous contrasts between the very rich and the very poor. That
arch Tory, Benjamin Disraeli, … once stated that England was divided into two nations—the rich and the poor….
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With the … coming of the American troops with their high
pay, with their stories of cars, refrigerators, and radios
for all, a new spirit—a new restlessness—and a fresh
desire for the better things of life had become strong in
Britain.”
But Kennedy warned that even if the Labour Party were in
power, “Britain stands today as Britain has always
stood—for the empire.”
In that speech, Kennedy spoke also of the heroic Michael
Collins, leader of the 1922 Irish armed revolt against
Britain:
“This young man, who was killed in his early thirties,
looms as large today in Ireland as when he died.”
In the view of the post-World War II Irish
leaders, “everything that Ireland has ever gotten from
England has been only at the end of a long and bitter struggle…. All have been in British and Irish prisons and many
of them have wounds which still ache when the cold rains come in from the west.” Kennedy named “the fundamental
problem behind all Irish politics—the problem of ending the partition, which divides the twenty-six counties of the
south, which form Eire, and the six counties of the north known as Ulster which are attached directly to Great Britain.
That this partition must be ended … all Irishmen agree.”
Irish republican hero Michael Collins

John Kennedy’s own family had been shaped over many generations in Ireland’s bitter conflict with the British.
Descended from Ireland’s 11th-Century High King Brian Boru, the Kennedys had been stripped of their lands and
made tenant farmers. Several family members were casualties in the 1798 Irish uprising. County Wexford, the
Kennedy ancestral home, was that insurrection’s center, and briefly held out as its own Wexford Republic.
The 1847-48 “Great Famine” was known to the Irish as deliberate genocide under British Prime Minister John
Russell, who stationed half of the British Army in Ireland to oversee the export of masses of food, and to keep the
captive population quiet. Hunger, disease, and emigration in slave-like ships cut the population from 9 million to 2 1/2
million. The devastation forced JFK’s great-grandfather Patrick Kennedy to emigrate, and led to his death in Boston
of hardship-induced disease.
British mass murder was burned into the minds of the Kennedy family, and all the Irish. Kennedy cousins who had
fought with the Irish Republican Army were among those with whom President Kennedy met on his 1963 visit to
Ireland as U.S. President.
JFK was named for his maternal grandfather, the revered Boston Mayor and Congressman John F. Fitzgerald. “Honey
Fitz” strongly supported Ireland’s struggle and published a weekly newspaper called The Republic. John’s Bostonborn paternal grandfather, P.J. Kennedy, became the political boss in an Irish-American ward.
John embraced this Irish heritage. But his father, Joseph P. Kennedy, partnered with British and Wall Street
financiers, pushed and shoved his way up into immense wealth, and finally thrust himself alongside the highest ranks
of the British imperial oligarchy. John’s political career would be based on passionately held views opposite to the
reactionary ideas for which his father became infamous. And yet in that close-knit family, Joe Kennedy would later
put his money and connections behind all of his son’s electoral efforts.
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Papa Joe supported Franklin Roosevelt
for President, and on Jan. 7, 1938,
FDR nominated him to be Ambassador
to Britain. Three days later, Roosevelt
began a secret correspondence with the
British, warning them they risked
arousing in America “a feeling of
disgust” by the “corrupt bargain” they
were making in backing the fascist
regimes of Mussolini and Hitler. Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain termed
FDR’s proposals “preposterous.” Joe
Kennedy was confirmed by the Senate
in the midst of this frosty exchange,
which is now available from the
British archives. [1]
A year later, after the Nazi invasion of
Czechoslovakia, the President sent an
ultimatum to the British government
threatening that the U.S. would cut off
aid to Britain if the Empire continued
to sponsor Hitler’s takeover of Europe. [2]

Joe Kennedy and Roosevelt

But Ambassador Kennedy attached himself worshipfully to the hyper-aristocratic Foreign Minister Lord Halifax, to
the royal family, and the whole set of Britain’s fascist strategists. He moved with John and his other eight children
into the English neo-gothic castle, Wall Hall, owned by pro-fascist Wall Street banker J.P. Morgan, Jr. Morgan’s
servants took care of the Kennedy family.
The outraged Roosevelt told his aide James Farley in 1939: “Joe has been taken in by the British government people
and the royal family. He’s more British than Walter Hines Page [American Ambassador to Britain in World War I]
was. The trouble with the British is that they have for several hundred years been controlled by the upper classes. The
upper classes control all trade and commerce; therefore the policy of the British government relates entirely to the
protection of this class.” [3]

Empire and Cold War
After President Roosevelt’s death, Winston Churchill and his American followers—notably the bipartisan clique of
Democrats Dean Acheson and Averell Harriman, and the Republican brothers John Foster Dulles and Allen Dulles—
wielded the apparatus of the Truman government to wrench American policy away from Roosevelt’s pro-nationalist,
anti-imperial peace policy. British double agents, led by Kim Philby, meanwhile fed Russian paranoia with antiAmerican scare stories.
Churchill’s Cold War policy confronted a fearful U.S.A. with Soviet Russia’s aggressive moves on its periphery.
America’s 1776-bred sympathy for the sovereign rights of colonial subjects was thus trumped by the contrived need
to ally with London and the other European financier imperialists in the name of fighting Communism.
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While viewing Soviet Communism realistically as a distortion of history and human nature, John Kennedy understood
his father’s tragic blunder, and knew the British Empire and Wall Street were continuing the fascist policy that
Roosevelt had fought against. He attacked both the Truman Democrats and the Dulles Republicans for blocking
America’s support for the aspirations of the world’s poor. This betrayal of Roosevelt was handing the vulnerable
nations to the Communists posing as anti-imperialists, and threatening nuclear-war annihilation.
Kennedy toured Asia and the Middle East in 1951 as a Congressman and Senate hopeful, accompanied by his younger
brother Robert. In his radio report-back to the nation, we can see the intellectual fire and the sure grasp of history he
would show a decade later in the Presidency:
“… It [the post-war colonial world] is an area in which poverty and sickness and disease are rampant, … injustice
and inequality are old and ingrained, … the fires of nationalism … are now ablaze…. [F]or 100 years and more [it]
has been the source of empire for Western Europe—for England and France and Holland….
“A Middle East Command operating without the cooperation and support of the Middle East countries … would
intensify every anti-western force now active in that area, [and] from a military standpoint would be doomed to
failure. The very sands of the desert would rise to oppose the imposition of outside control on the destinies of these
proud peoples….
“The true enemy of the Arab world is poverty and want….
“Our intervention in behalf of England’s oil investments in Iran, directed more at the preservation of interests outside
Iran than at Iran’s own development…. [O]ur failure to deal effectively after three years with the terrible human
tragedy of the more than 700,000 Arab refugees [Palestinians], these are things that have failed to sit well with Arab
desires and make empty the promises of the Voice of America….
“In Indo-China [Vietnam] we have allied ourselves to the desperate effort of a French regime to hang onto the
remnants of empire…. To check the southern drive of Communism makes sense, but not only through reliance on
force of arms….
“[One] finds too many of our representatives toadying to the shorter aims of other Western nations, … too often
aligning themselves too definitely with the haves and regarding the actions of the have-nots as not merely an effort to
cure injustice, but as something sinister and subversive.
“The East of today is no longer the East of Palmerston and Disraeli and Cromer…. We want … allies in ideas, in
resources, even in arms, but if we would have allies, we must first of all gather to ourselves friends.”[4]
Senator Kennedy’s Profiles in Courage was his declaration of independence from the London-Wall Street power axis
and his defiance of dangerously deluded public opinion. The 1955 book is built around its first chapter on John
Quincy Adams, which begins: “The young senator from Massachusetts stirred restlessly….”
He depicts Adams coming under attack from the wealthy Anglophiles and Boston public opinion. The Catholic
Kennedy celebrates Adams the Puritan, who “believed that man was made in the image of God,” had “lofty
courage,” and “never … flinched before human antagonist … exile, torture, or death….
“An American nationalist… he could not yield his devotion to the national interest for the narrowly partisan,
parochial and pro-British outlook which dominated New England’s first political party…. He denied the duty of
elected representatives ‘to be palsied by the will of their constituents…. [T]he magistrate is the servant not of his own
desires, not even of the people, but of his God.”
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Speaking on St. Patrick’s Day, 1956, in Chicago, Kennedy gently asked Irish-Americans to help reverse the betrayal
of America’s revolutionary heritage; and to broaden the Irish national resentment of wrongs in favor of the universal
task of ending the imperial system.
In Kennedy’s most famous pre-Presidential speech, entitled “Imperialism the Enemy of Freedom,” in the Senate July
2, 1957, he demanded that the U.S. side with Algerian Arab rebels against French imperialism. Attacking the Dulles
policy, he likened the North African situation to Vietnam, into which we had “poured money and material … in a
hopeless attempt to save for the French a land that did not want to be saved, in a war in which the enemy was both
everywhere and nowhere at the same time…. We accepted for years the predictions that victory was just around the
corner….”
Senator Kennedy worked out that speech in close cooperation with the Algerian rebel leadership. It thrilled the Arab
world, and heartened all those who hoped for an American return to the outlook last seen with Franklin Roosevelt. It
put Kennedy into a crucial tandem relationship to the Italian industrialist Enrico Mattei, an anti-imperial strategist of
petroleum and nuclear energy, who was helping to fund the Algerian revolt.
The speech was denounced by the Anglophile establishment of his own Democratic Party.
Although Kennedy attacked French imperial policy, that policy began to change. After Charles de Gaulle became the
President of France in 1959, he recognized the futility of the overseas colonial wars, and worked toward granting
Algeria independence. De Gaulle began to withdraw France from its imperial alliance with the British.
Kennedy now focused increasingly on the whole of Africa: on Black Africans’ fight for independence and an escape
from centuries of European-enforced backwardness and poverty. He sought and won the chairmanship of the Africa
Subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Affairs Committee.

To the Presidency
In his role as the unique anti-imperial U.S. political
leader, the outside world knew him better than did
most Americans when he began his run for the
Presidency.
During that 1959-60 campaign he met with Guinea’s
nationalist President Sékou Touré, and became his
close confidant.
Most importantly, Kennedy opened channels of
JFK and President Sékou Touré
communication with Ghana’s President Kwame
Nkrumah, the father of African nationalism. Candidate
JFK met with Ghana’s Minister of Economy and with Ghana’s UN representative.
Nkrumah had led Ghana in the first successful Black African anti-colonial revolt, against British rule, in 1957; Touré
had followed in breaking Guinea from France in 1958.
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Kennedy and Kwame Nkrumah

Kennedy attacked the post-Roosevelt U.S. policy for demonizing Nkrumah
and Touré as Cold War neutrals, and thus driving them towards the Soviet
bloc.
Africa was politically red hot: During the 1960 U.S. Presidential campaign
season, 13 Black African countries won their independence from France;
Britain recognized Nigeria and Somalia as independent.
Belgium gave the Republic of Congo nominal independence, but British
finance and intelligence organized an armed secession attempt in Congo’s
Katanga province, site of the vast Belgian/British copper and uranium mining
company Union Minière, with white mercenaries coming in from neighboring
Northern Rhodesia.
Nkrumah shared two urgent concerns with Kennedy: imperial intrigues against
Congo’s new Prime Minister Patrice Lumumba, Nkrumah’s political follower;
and his plan to build a great dam to industrialize Ghana, and electrify all of
West Africa.
Presidential candidate Kennedy used Africa to challenge the “AngloAmerican” world order, which had been established over the dead body of

Patrice Lumumba
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President Roosevelt.
He told Stanford University students in 1960,
“Call it nationalism, call it anti-colonialism… Africa is going through a revolution…. Africans want a higher
standard of living. Seventy-five percent of the population now lives by subsistence agriculture. They want an
opportunity to manage and benefit directly from the resources in, on, and under their land…. The African peoples
believe that the science, technology, and education available in the modern world can overcome their struggle for
existence, … that their poverty, squalor, ignorance, and disease can be conquered…. [The] balance of power is
shifting … into the hands of the two-thirds of the world’s people who want to share what the one-third has already
taken for granted….”
The Kennedy election platform called for a sharp increase in America’s industrial, scientific, and military power, a
negotiated peace with the Soviet Union, and the uplifting of mankind out of poverty and war.
When Kennedy won the 1960 race, as President-elect he sent representatives to Africa to announce America’s return
to national sovereignty—for ourselves and others. The Kennedy team reported African crowds everywhere were
chanting “Kennedy! Kennedy! Kennedy!”
During the Presidential campaign, and into the early days of his administration, Kennedy’s enemies acted to corner
and destroy him.
Long before the inauguration, CIA Director Allen
Dulles cooked up a militarily insane invasion of
Cuba by a force of 1,400 exiles from Fidel Castro’s
Communist regime. This plan was sprung on the
new President as blackmail: Kennedy was told if he
did not sign on to the invasion, the exile forces
would be disbanded within the U.S. and,
disappointed and enraged, would deploy
themselves politically against him. Dulles agreed to
Kennedy’s condition that no U.S. armed forces
would participate, but lied to the exiles that their
landings would have military backing.
With the connivance of Dulles and British Secret
Kennedy and Allen Dulles
Service station Daphne Park in Congo, Prime
Minister Lumumba was covertly assassinated. The crime was carried out only three days before Kennedy’s Jan. 20,
1961 inauguration, with the knowledge that Kennedy, as President, would not allow it.
Contrary to JFK’s well-known Algerian independence policy, the Dulles-led CIA collaborated with French fascists
resisting de Gaulle’s peace with the Arab rebels.
Before and after the election, London-led gold withdrawals and speculation threatening the dollar brought pressure on
Kennedy’s plans for sovereign national economic development, and forced his hand in choosing his Cabinet: It
was “the decisive influence on his choice of [international banker C. Douglas Dillon for] Secretary of the Treasury…
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[Kennedy] also had some evidence to back his suspicions that the gloomy rumors which triggered the gold
withdrawals of 1960 had been deliberately spread by American bankers to embarrass him politically…” [5]
Once in office, Dillon informed Kennedy that his budget programs must be curtailed to allay foreign bankers’ doubts
about the dollar.
When Lumumba’s murder became known to Kennedy and the world in mid-February, the U.S. and Kennedy were
blamed for it.
The invasion at Cuba’s Bay of Pigs April 17-19, was a terrible fiasco and embarrassment to the new President.
The Algiers Putsch of April 21-26, the French fascist generals’ failed coup d’état attempt against President de Gaulle,
came a week after an Allen Dulles representative in Madrid had assured the general that the U.S. would recognize
their new government, if they overthrew de Gaulle to stop Algerian Arab independence.
British intelligence and the Dulles faction were now jointly managing an apparatus of assassins and insurrectionists
throughout Europe, Asia, Africa, and the Caribbean.
By the end of April, Kennedy made it known that this situation was intolerable, that the CIA was disloyal, and
constituted “a reactionary state-within-a-state.”[6] Kennedy soon fired Allen Dulles, along with CIA deputy
directors Richard Bissell, a Harriman protégé; and Charles Cabell, brother of the mayor of Dallas.
Over the next two years, the Organisation de l’armée secrète (OAS) based in Algiers and Madrid, murdered
Kennedy’s Italian ally, the industrialist Enrico Mattei, and made several brazen, headline-grabbing attempts to
assassinate President de Gaulle.

Inauguration and Action
Kennedy’s Inaugural Address was entirely devoted to reasserting America’s rightful place in the world. He
immediately began reversing the national surrender that had made the U.S. government under Truman and
Eisenhower-Dulles an enforcer of the will of London and its Wall Street annex.
JFK’s ambassadors were sent throughout the underdeveloped world, and, for the first time, to every African state. The
President told each ambassador, you (not the CIA) are in charge of the mission in the country to which you are
accredited, and you are not to defer to European imperialists.
On the day he learned of the imperial murder of Lumumba, Feb. 13, 1961, Kennedy issued top secret National
Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 16, directing that, contrary to previous policy, U.S. aid to “newly independent
areas” would be provided independently of “Western Europe support … whenever such action is in the United
States’ interest.”
NSAM 60 (July 14 and 18, 1961) ordered the squeezing of Portugal’s fascist Salazar regime into ending its bloody
war against rebels in Angola and Mozambique, and JFK began aiding the rebels.
Ghana’s President Nkrumah got red-carpet treatment as the first foreign head of state to visit the Kennedy White
House, March 8, 1961. He and JFK began a personal correspondence and permanent collaboration.
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Nkrumah had lived in the U.S. under Franklin Roosevelt, whose Tennessee Valley Authority inspired his proposed
great dam project on the Volta River. Kennedy took up the financing of the project, construction to be supervised by
Kennedy’s friend Edgar Kaiser of Kaiser Industries. Kaiser had led teams building the Hoover, Bonneville, and Grand
Coulee dams. Engineering work on the Volta project was by Italian personnel developed under Enrico Mattei, who
had met with Nkrumah five days before Kennedy’s inauguration.

Enrico Mattei meeting with President Nasser of Egypt

The Akosombo Dam on the Volta River created the world’s largest artificial lake and provided the electricity to power
Ghana’s drive to enter the modern world. The project was dedicated in 1966, with a plaque honoring the martyred
John F. Kennedy. A week later, Nkrumah was overthrown in a coup planned in London.[7]
Egypt’s President Gamal Abdel Nasser was, with Mattei, a sponsor of the Algerian Arab rebels. JFK’s election had
excited his hopes for a return to American support for Nasser’s own secular nationalism, in Egypt’s long war against
Britain and the British-created Muslim Brotherhood. U.S. aid for Nasser’s great dam project on the Nile had been
promised by President Eisenhower, and withdrawn by his Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, pushing Egypt
toward the Soviets, and leading to the 1956 British-French-Israeli invasion of Egypt in the Suez Crisis.
Nasser and Kennedy immediately began a personal correspondence. Later, Kennedy reversed the Truman-Dulles
policy and actively took Nasser’s side against the British-Saudi royalist axis in the Middle East.
Kennedy had warm personal relations with Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and Indonesian President
Sukarno, who had led their countries’ independence victories over the British and Dutch empires, and who aspired to
neutrality between the East and West.
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Against the howls of “Cold Warriors,” JFK fought for U.S.
aid to build India’s modern Bokara steel mill. U.S. funding
was cancelled when Kennedy was killed; the Soviets then
funded it.
JFK sent Attorney General Robert Kennedy to Indonesia in
1962, where he spoke movingly on the central place of antiimperialism in the modern world; RFK then went on to the
Netherlands to demand that the Dutch remove their remaining
military from Indonesia’s West Irian province on the island of
New Guinea. Furious at the Kennedys, the Dutch were forced
to pull out.
JFK immediately began organizing aid for Indonesia’s
industrial development (NSAM 179, Aug. 16, 1962).
The first aid package for Indonesia was approved by the
Senate in November 1963, a few days before Kennedy’s murder. The U.S. policy was then changed to joint action
with the British for chaos in Indonesia and Sukarno’s overthrow.

Steel Showdown: Kennedy and the American System
In the Steel Crisis of April 1962, Kennedy successfully warred against the British/Wall Street Morgan banking
interest, controller of the U.S. Steel Corporation. Seeking huge new investments in American industry and noninflationary growth, the President prevailed upon the Steelworkers Union to agree to a new no-wage-increase
contract, with the understanding that the companies would not raise steel prices. Just after signing the contract, the
U.S. Steel chairman Roger Blough came to the White House and handed Kennedy a press release he had just issued,
announcing a big price increase. Other steel companies followed suit immediately.
JFK held a no-holds-barred press conference, roasting the unpatriotic corporations for betraying the public interest.
Anti-trust suits were pressed; defense contracts were switched to the few companies which had not raised prices; and
Kennedy sent an emissary to read the riot act to the Morgan bankers directly.
Edgar Kaiser, then supervising construction of the Nkrumah-Kennedy Akosombo Dam, chaired Kaiser Steel in
California—one of the three sizeable companies which worked with JFK and put competitive pressure on Morgan to
back off the attack. Morgan had its own war on against Kaiser, spurred by Kaiser’s generous treatment of its workers.
U.S. Steel had set up operations in Utah to try to shut the “rebel” Kaiser out of Western states’ business.
After 72 hours, U.S. Steel was forced to rescind the price increase, all the other companies following along. In this
showdown, the Anglo-Wall Street axis was particularly worried about Kennedy’s alliance with authentic American
industrial interests.
Behind this crisis was the fact that Kennedy’s program was causing the greatest economic expansion in modern U.S.
history, a halving of idle manufacturing capacity, strong profits, and a record increase in wages.
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A key policy was the investment tax credit, giving the steel industry and others tax breaks for investment in new plant
and equipment. Yet U.S. Steel opposed this tax break, in line with the strategy of the British and their Wall Street
outposts to convert America into a post-industrial dump, and to reduce the world’s population. Once Kennedy was
dead, and new wars consumed all optimism, the financier apparatus would push the “green agenda” of Malthus and
the British imperial system, upon the depressed American population.
This article focuses on Kennedy’s direct clashes with the extended British imperial system, to efficiently illuminate
the background of his murder.
But the battle against the empire has taken place equally within America, as in foreign policy.
Lincoln’s economic advisor Henry C. Carey explained the universal issue in his 1851 Harmony of Interests:
“Two systems are before the world…. One looks to pauperism, ignorance, depopulation, and barbarism; the other to
increasing wealth, comfort, intelligence, combination of action, and civilization. One looks towards universal war;
the other towards universal peace. One is the English system; the other … the American system, for … elevating while
equalizing the condition of man throughout the world.”
JFK’s own preference of this American System may perhaps be summed up in his remarks at a dinner given in his
honor by Italian President Antonio Segni:
“We [the U.S.A. and Italy] both believe in the achievement of social justice and in progress for all our people. We
both believe in democracy at what Americans call ‘the grass roots’—placing the individual ahead of the state, the
community ahead of the party, and public interests ahead of private….
“During the 1930s, when despair and depression opened wide the gates of many nations to [fascism and
communism], my own nation adhered to the course of freedom under the leadership of Franklin Roosevelt. His
administration introduced a higher degree of social, economic, and political reform than America had previously
seen—including tax and budget reforms, land and agricultural reforms, political and institutional reforms. Workers
were assured of a decent wage—older citizens were assured of a pension—farmers were assured of a fair price.
Working men and women were permitted to organize and bargain collectively. Small busiessmen, small investors, and
small depositors in banks [thanks to the Glass-Steagall law—ed.] were given greater protection against the evils of
both corruption and depression. Farms were electrified, rivers were harnessed, cooperatives were encouraged.
Justice—social and economic justice as well as legal—became increasingly the right and the opportunity of every
man, regardless of his means or station in life.”
JFK’s policies for new jobs, higher minimum wages, and an industrial renaissance are pure American System.
Kennedy’s passion-stirring Apollo space program pitted him against the imperial hatred for American leadership in
technological progress; his Civil Rights action took on racial oppression—the legacy and echo of empire. We will see
below the coherence of these initiatives with his directly anti-imperial objectives.

Strategy for Peace, and a Quick War with Britain
The October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis arose from Fidel Castro’s request for Russian nuclear-armed missiles in Cuba
to block any U.S. invasion, and the Russian gamble that placing offensive missiles close to the U.S. might help them
overcome their growing strategic disadvantage in the face of Kennedy’s economic/science/military buildup and
foreign policy.
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His special counsel Ted Sorensen wrote a stirring day-by-day account, showing JFK’s precise, personal control of
every aspect of the showdown, needed to prevent a fiasco like the Bay of Pigs which would this time incinerate the
planet.[8]
A personal correspondence which Kennedy and Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchov had begun in 1961 was crucial in
winning the Soviet stand-down, a retreat accomplished without Russia’s humiliation.
With public support from the peaceful Cuban outcome, JFK began immediately—within days—to apply his full
leadership powers to spring the world out of the imperial, Cold War nightmare.
His first target was the festering crisis in Congo.
Kennedy pulled the colonialist Belgian government into public alignment with U.S. insistence on the unity of the
independent Congo, and against the backing of its imperial senior partner, Britain, for Katanga’s secession.
On Nov. 27, 1962, one month after the Soviet stand-down in Cuba, JFK and Belgian Foreign Minister Paul-Henri
Spaak issued a joint statement threatening “severe economic measures” against Katanga unless secession were
quickly ended. That same day, with his finger in the British eye, Kennedy arranged that he would meet British Prime
Minister Harold Macmillan on Dec. 19.
Two weeks before that scheduled meeting, newspapers reported that President Kennedy had decided to cancel the
planned production of the Skybolt air-to-ground nuclear missile. Since a 1960 agreement with Eisenhower-Dulles, the
British had been counting on this American weapon to give them their only credible independent nuclear war
capability.
Sorensen reported,
“The President … saw no point to a small independent British deterrent anyway…. [Kennedy’s decision] posed a
major political crisis for Macmillan’s already shaky government…. In previous years Macmillan … had … praised
the Skybolt agreement as the key to Britain’s ‘special relationship’ with the U.S.’…. Latent resentment of Kennedy’s
refusal to consult more [with the British] on the Cuban missile crisis [now] boiled to the top….”[9]
On the day Kennedy arrived in Nassau, Bahamas, to meet with Macmillan, the United Nations announced the United
States decision to rush American arms and military advisors to the UN peacekeeping forces in Congo—to equip them
to defeat the British-backed secession.
The President would not budge on Skybolt. He “considered … the development of nuclear [weapons] capabilities by
more countries, even allies—as a most dangerous development.” The Nassau Pact signed Dec. 22 specified that the
U.S. would sell Polaris missiles to the British, but they would have to be carried on submarines under NATO, not
independent British, command.[10]
With the British regime on its heels politically, the U.S. began rushing trucks, armored personnel carriers, and mineclearing equipment to Congo.
Two weeks later the U.S. government declared:
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“the United Nations forces in Katanga now occupy most key populated areas and mining centers…. We expect Mr.
Tshombe to end promptly the Katanga secession by recognizing the U.N.’s full freedom of movement throughout
Katanga, [and by] advising all foreign mercenaries to disband and leave the country.”[11]
During the following week, American-equipped UN troops put Katanga leader Moise Tshombe under house arrest.
The Congolese government demanded the withdrawal of the British Consul in Katanga province. Hundreds of
Congolese students stormed and sacked the British Embassy, destroying Queen Elizabeth’s portrait. The students then
marched to the U.S. Embassy and cheered for America.
The British oligarchy’s fury over Kennedy’s threat to the imperial order, and American “arrogance,” was reported to
their New York partners. The New York Times noted on Jan. 14, that
“in London, at least, there is a strongly developed fear that a Congo regime supported by the United Nations would
use its position to subvert the present regimes in the Rhodesias, the Portuguese colonies … and South Africa.”
While Britain’s Congo secession leader Tshombe was being arrested, the chief Soviet negotiator on nuclear weapons
issues quietly arrived in the United States, on Kennedy’s request. The Administration then leaked to the press that the
“United States and the Soviet Union are actively and privately exploring new approaches to a nuclear [weapons] test
ban agreement that has been eluding their negotiators for years,” the Washington Post reported Jan. 11, 1963.
Kennedy now pushed this peace initiative with all his powers.
He carefully built a consensus for progress, which would put political muscle behind his efforts—a new Roosevelt
coalition.
By June 1963, Kennedy was moving the country into a new era. On two successive days, he asked Americans to
examine their own wrong and dangerous attitudes, and announced new measures for a better world.
At American University in Washington, D.C., June 10, JFK asked, “What kind of peace do we seek?” He answered:
“Not a Pax Americana enforced on the world by American weapons of war. Not the peace of the grave or the security
of the slave…. Our problems are man-made—therefore, they can be solved by man. And man can be as big as he
wants. No problem of human destiny is beyond human beings. Man’s reason and spirit have often solved the
seemingly unsolvable—and we believe they can do it again….
“Let us re-examine our attitude toward the Soviet Union. It is discouraging to think that their leaders may actually
believe what their propagandists write … to realize the extent of the gulf between us. But it is also … a warning to the
American people not to fall into the same trap as the Soviets, not to see only a distorted and desperate view of the
other side, not to see … communication as nothing more than an exchange of threats.
“No government or social system is so evil that its people must be considered as lacking in virtue. As Americans, we
find communism profoundly repugnant as a negation of personal freedom and dignity. But we can still hail the
Russian people for their many achievements—in science and space, in economic and industrial growth, in culture and
in acts of courage….
“[Our] two countries have … [a] mutual abhorrence of war…. [W]e have never been at war with each other. And no
nation … ever suffered more than the Soviet Union suffered in … the Second World War. At least 20 million lost their
lives…. A third of the nation’s territory, including nearly two thirds of its industrial base, was turned into a
wasteland—a loss equivalent to the devastation of this country east of Chicago.
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“Today, should total war ever break out again … all we have built, all we have worked for, would be destroyed in the
first 24 hours…. We must conduct our affairs in such a way that it becomes in the Communists’ interest to agree on a
genuine peace….
“I am taking this opportunity … to announce two important decisions….
“First: … that high-level discussions will shortly begin in Moscow looking toward early agreement on a
comprehensive test ban treaty. Our hopes must be tempered with the caution of history—but with our hopes go the
hopes of all mankind.
“Second:… I now declare that the United States does not propose to conduct nuclear tests in the atmosphere so long
as other states do not do so…. We will not be the first to resume….”
Kennedy’s speech was greeted with enthusiasm by the Soviets, who reprinted it in its entirety for Russian citizens.
The Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was soon signed by the U.S., U.S.S.R., and Britain (the British did no
negotiating, by Kennedy’s insistence), and subsequently, by 100 nations.
The day after the Strategy for Peace speech, Kennedy went on television to report enforcement of a court order
requiring that Alabama Gov. George Wallace allow the enrollment of two African-American students to the
University of Alabama.
He asked his national audience:
“If an American, because his skin is dark, cannot eat lunch in a restaurant open to the public, if he cannot send his
children to the best public school available, if he cannot vote for the public officials who represent him, … then who
among us would be content to have the color of his skin changed and stand in his place? Who among us would then
be content with the counsels of patience and delay?
“One hundred years of delay have passed since President Lincoln freed the slaves, yet their heirs, their grandsons,
are not fully free … from the bonds of injustice … from social and economic oppression….”
He asked, who are we, and what is America to the human race?
“We preach freedom around the world, and we mean it, and we cherish our freedom here at home; but are we to say
to the world, and much more importantly, to each other, that this is a land of the free except for the Negroes; that we
have no second-class citizens except Negroes; that we have no class or caste system, no ghettoes, no master race
except with respect to Negroes? …”
“The fires of frustration and discord are burning in every city, North and South, where legal remedies are not at
hand…. We face, therefore, a moral crisis as a country and as a people….
“Next week I shall ask the Congress of the United States to act, to make a commitment it has not fully made in this
century to the proposition that race has no place in American life or law.”
His bill was given additional support from Martin Luther King’s March on Washington on Aug. 28, which the
Administration worked to make a success. Kennedy’s bill was passed as the Civil Rights Act of 1964, after he was
killed.
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The Shift in the Space Program
President Kennedy spoke to the UN General Assembly on Sept. 20, as the U.S. Senate was considering the test-ban
treaty.
He said we had achieved a pause in the Cold War, and that we must work for a genuine détente between the great
powers through cooperation in our mutual interest.
Two years earlier, he had proposed to Congress that the United States send men to the Moon by the end of the 1960s.
In that same speech, Kennedy announced that we would “accelerate development of the Rover nuclear rocket. This
gives promise of some day providing a means for even more exciting and ambitious exploration of space, perhaps
beyond the Moon, perhaps to the very end of the Solar System itself.” The world was inspired and remembers John F.
Kennedy most vividly, in connection with the fulfillment of the lunar landing phase of this ultimately aborted project.
Until then, American pre-eminence in the contest with Soviet Communism was the public rationale for the proposed
leap in the space program. But by 1963, Kennedy had shifted his objective to a joint space mission with the Russians.
Throughout his Presidency—after his Inaugural Address had urged, “Together let us explore the stars”—he had
NASA Deputy Administrator Hugh Dryden exploring with Soviet scientists the possibilities of joint work in
space.[12]
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This dialogue persisted despite the Bay of Pigs invasion and crises over Berlin and missiles in Cuba.
In his Sept. 20 UN address, Kennedy had said:
“I include among these possibilities a joint expedition to the Moon…. Why … should man’s first flight to the Moon be
a matter of national competition? Why should the United States and the Soviet Union … become involved in immense
duplications of research, construction, and expenditure? Surely we should explore whether the scientists and
astronauts of our two countries—indeed of all the world—cannot work together in the conquest of space, sending
someday in this decade to the Moon not the representatives of a single nation, but the representatives of all of our
countries.”
The prospect of U.S.-Russian collaboration, or indeed of any dramatic space objectives, had drawn the hostile fire of
those politically invested in Anglo-American geopolitics.
To outflank resistance within the Executive branch, on Nov. 12, Kennedy directed NASA Administrator James Webb
“to assume personally the initiative and control responsibility within the Government for the development of
substantive cooperation with the Soviet Union in the field of outer space … as a direct outcome of my September 20
proposal … including cooperation in lunar landing programs…. [The] channel of contact … between NASA and the
Soviet Academy of Sciences has been quite effective…. I would like an interim report on the progress of our planning
by December 15.”[13]
Fidel Castro began putting out feelers to Kennedy in 1963, making known, in the words of William Attwood, JFK’s
advisor on African affairs, that
“he was unhappy about Cuba’s [Soviet] satellite status and was looking for a way out, … that he wanted an
accommodation with the United States and would make substantial concessions to this end; also that a rift was
developing on this issue between Castro and his chief pro-Communist associate, Che Guevara, who considered him
dangerously unreliable.”[14]
President Kennedy deployed Attwood to pursue contacts with Castro aimed at normalizing Cuban-American relations.
The dialogue proceeded through channels under the President’s personal control, including Attorney General Robert
Kennedy, the liaison to Castro’s personal aide Major René Toledo, who said Castro wanted a meeting with U.S.
representatives without the presence of Guevara.
On the morning of Nov. 19, Attwood was told that Kennedy wanted a report from him following upcoming meetings
at the UN, preparatory to the President’s face-to-face with Castro; and that the President “would not be leaving
Washington, except for a brief trip to Dallas.”[15]

Vietnam
As with Cuba and Congo, the Vietnam conflict was a bomb that had been planted in Kennedy’s path by the Churchill
faction before he had assumed the Presidency.
Vietnam’s Sept. 2, 1945 Declaration of Independence from the French empire was modeled on the U.S. Declaration.
It began with these words:
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” ‘All men are created equal; they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights; among these are
Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Happiness.’ This immortal statement was made in the Declaration of Independence of
the United States of America in 1776….”
Six months after Vietnam’s Declaration, while JFK was an anti-imperial Congressional candidate, on Feb. 16, 1946,
Vietnamese nationalist leader Ho Chi Minh wrote a letter to U.S. President Harry Truman, asking the U.S. to honor
the late Franklin Roosevelt’s policy. Ho wanted American protection, like that given to the Philippines, under which
Vietnam could proceed to national independence:
“…Our Vietnam people, as early as 1941, stood by the Allies’ side and fought against the Japanese and their
associates, the French colonialists….
“But the French colonialists, who had betrayed in war-time both the Allies and the Vietnamese, have come back and
are waging on us a murderous and pitiless war in order to reestablish their domination….
“This aggression … is a challenge to the noble attitude shown before, during and after the war by the United States
Government and People….
“Our Vietnam people … need security and freedom, first to achieve internal prosperity and welfare, and later to bring
its small contribution to world-reconstruction.
“These securities and freedoms can only be guaranteed by our independence from any colonial power, and our free
cooperation with all other powers. It is with this firm conviction that we request of the United States as guardians and
champions of World Justice to take a decisive step in support of our independence.
“What we ask has been graciously granted to the Philippines. Like the Philippines our goal is full independence and
full cooperation with the United States. We will do our best to make this independence and cooperation profitable to
the whole world.”
But the Truman Administration supported the British in restoring French rule over Indochina. Ho’s movement,
relying on Communist support, defeated the French and by 1954 had set up a government in North Vietnam. A U.S.backed regime was installed in South Vietnam under President Ngo Dinh Diem with U.S. military advisors, and a new
Indochina war ensued.
The incoming President Kennedy was under pressure to send U.S. combat troops and expand the war. He continued to
consult ex-President Eisenhower, who counseled restraint. In the first of two celebrated meetings, Gen. Douglas
MacArthur conferred April 20, 1961 with former PT-boat captain Kennedy in the White House. The discussion was
later summarized by Ted Sorensen:
“MacArthur… warned him against the commitment of American foot soldiers on the Asian mainland, and the
President never forgot his advice.”[16]
Kennedy had previously negotiated an agreement with the Russians on the neutrality of Laos, which borders Vietnam.
By 1963, he had learned through the Bay of Pigs and the Cuban Missile Crisis that avoiding betrayal and disaster
depended on his personal control of the Administration’s actions. Kennedy relied on South Vietnam President Diem
to keep the U.S. role in the conflict there limited to U.S. advisors, and planned to gradually withdraw the limited
American military presence.
With American industrial, scientific and military power at its height, Kennedy aimed for an eventual Vietnam
settlement under the umbrella of the détente he was building with the Soviets.
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Kennedy’s betrayal by Averell Harriman, then Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs, led to the
escalation of the war in Vietnam after Kennedy’s murder. Under confused circumstances engineered by Harriman and
his followers within the government, Harriman initiated a message approving Diem’s overthrow.
President Diem was assassinated Nov. 2, 1963, just 20 days befofe Kennedy himself was killed.

Kennedy for Posterity
John F. Kennedy’s Presidency announced to mankind that the 1960s and the life of the rising generation should be the
era of peaceful cooperation to explore the stars, to advance man’s scientific powers, to end imperial resource-grabs
and reverse colonial poverty.
The British Crown disagreed.
Two months after Kennedy’s inauguration, a royal family project issued a document aimed at organizing the ultra-rich
and world opinion to prevent precisely this American objective.
Their “Morges Manifesto” of April 29, 1961, proposed to deal with the “crisis” and “emergency” in the Congo and
throughout Africa, and the “vast numbers” who “are losing their lives, or their homes, in an orgy of thoughtless and
needless destruction.”
But the “crisis,” in the British view, was that “advancing civilization” was bringing farms and dams to what they
viewed as useless dark-skinned people. The dying “vast numbers” they were concerned about were animal wildlife—
not impoverished humans.
This was the founding document of the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), whose founders were Prince Philip, consort of
Queen Elizabeth II, and Prince Bernhard, husband of Netherlands’ Queen Juliana, and a former intelligence officer for
Hitler’s SS. [17]
The royals’ Manifesto stated that “a supporting Club of leading citizens of many countries, … an active group of men
of affairs,” was to finance “an international Trust.” A “sort of ‘war room’ at the international headquarters” was to
coordinate “all the main international bodies concerned in this world campaign … to raise massive support for the
cause” of the royals’ new, Green movement, or “environmentalism.”
The indicated sponsoring group, later called the “1001 Club,” was comprised of members of the financier families in
the City of London, billionaire owners of natural resources in Africa, Asia, the Middle East, and Latin America, and
leading strategists of imperial covert action.
President Kennedy showed his dedication to the advancement of man’s powers over nature in his commitment to
nuclear energy, based on the breeder reactor, fuel reprocessing, and the use of thorium, as well as uranium. Kennedy
announced on Sept. 26, 1963, at the Hanford Nuclear station, that “by the end of this century … half of all electric
energy generated in the United States will come from nuclear sources.” After 2000, virtually all new electric power
installations would be nuclear.[18]
As the use of nuclear power was being accelerated, Kennedy said at Hanford, “We must maintain an aggressive
program to use our hydro resources to the fullest. Every drop of water which goes to the ocean without being used for
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power or used to grow, or being made available on the widest possible basis is a waste…” He supported the North
American Water and Power Alliance (NAWAPA) program to divert rivers from Arctic and North Pacific flow for the
use of all North America.[19]
President Kennedy brought about the construction of a nuclear power research reactor in Vietnam. U.S. funding was
announced on Aug. 9, 1963; the reactor was dedicated by President Diem on Oct. 28, five days before he was
murdered.
Kennedy also financed a nuclear research reactor for his ally President Sukarno of Indonesia, and the U.S. sent
scientists to help with the experiments. Indonesia set off its first sustained nuclear chain reaction on Oct. 17, 1964,
before post-Kennedy intrigues led to Sukarno’s overthrow.
The Kennedy space program aimed for manned landings on Mars by the 1980s. Nuclear rockets essential for this
journey were being developed during Kennedy’s administration at the Rover project test site in Nevada.
Throughout his Presidency, Kennedy promoted with great eagerness the desalination of seawater for world
development and peace. He reorganized the Atomic Energy Commission to carry out research for nuclear-powered
desalination. He arranged nuclear desalination work with Russia, Mexico, Israel, Egypt, and several other Arab
countries, pushing particularly for joint Arab and Israeli nuclear water projects as the basis for peace.[20]
This had been his goal for some time. As a Senator in 1957, Kennedy proposed
“a Middle Eastern Nuclear Center, similar to the Asian Nuclear Center already proposed, which could bring untold
benefits in energy utilization to former deserts and wasteland. These projects would be developed and administered
under the auspices and control of the nations in the region…. [T]he benefits … would be mutual.”[21]
During the showdown with Governor Wallace over Federal intervention for civil rights, Kennedy spoke—with
Wallace present—at the 30th anniversary celebration for the Tennessee Valley Authority at Muscle Shoals, Ala. The
TVA had long been racially integrated, and the workers, white and black, cheered for their President.
Kennedy detailed the tremendous economic growth of the region, of its private industry and income, under this
Federal program. He cited the thousands of past and future world leaders who visit the TVA installations, “from
nations whose poverty threatens to exceed their hopes … and they leave here feeling that they, too, can solve their
problems in a system of freedom.”
Without mentioning Wallace, Kennedy said:
“From time to time statements are made labeling the Federal Government an outsider, an intruder, an adversary….
Without the National Government, the people of the United States, working together, there would be no protection of
the family farmer…. [H]e never would have been able to electrify his farm, to insure his crop, to support its price, and
to stay ahead of the bugs, the boll weevils, and the mortgage bankers…. [T]here would be no Hill-Burton hospitals,
which have helped develop the best hospital system in the world today…. Only a great national effort … can explore
the mysteries of space … and mobilize the human, natural, and material resources of our lands.”
JFK closed by citing the favorite phrase of Sen. George Norris, TVA’s co-founder with Franklin Roosevelt:
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“…his reference, and his dedication, to ‘generations yet unborn.’ The first of those generations is now enjoying the
fruits of his labor, as will others for decades to come. So let us all … resolve that we, too, in our time, 30 years later,
will, ourselves, build a better Nation for ‘generations yet unborn.’”
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